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Healthy Diet Books Raw Food or Gluten Free, Amazing for Weight Loss The world seems to be

full of diet books, all of which claim to be the best of the best. The question however, is which

of these have it, and which ones really need to be forgotten. Finding good healthy diet plans

can be a pain, and it becomes even more painful when you have great expectations for a heart

healthy diet that simply doesn't pan out. Rather than relying on the fad healthy diets to lose

weight, why not try something a little different? This book contains plenty of healthy diet

recipes for weight loss that will get you off to a fantastic start. Not only will this book provide

you with plenty of healthy diet means, it also contains meal plans for those who want to take

advantage of the raw food diet. From Sunday to Saturday your meals are spoken for, and when

you get a bit more comfortable with the diet, you can feel free to modify those meal plans.
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Anne ReasnerAll rights reserved.Healthy Diet Books IntroductionRaw foodism is not new, not

by any means, but those who are just jumping into it might be a bit confused. The concept of

raw foodism is pretty simple, and it is precisely what it sounds like. The thing to remember

however, is that there is far more to eating raw food than simply going to your grocery section,

pickup up and uncooked steak, and attempting to eat it. There has to be a bit of self control

and common sense applied to raw foodism, starting with the most common beliefs.In the raw

foodism community there is a well founded belief that heating foods above 120 degrees

Fahrenheit will actually serve to destroy enzymes such as amylases, proteases, and lipases.

This however has come under scrutiny by other raw foodists who state that the enzymes have

little to do the nutritional value of the raw food. In addition to that, raw foods have various

bacteria within that help to improve digestion, and this argument is quite beneficial in the

promotion of raw food. Yet another reason would be the "excitotoxins" that raw food contains,

and foods that contain extra additives are typically frowned upon.The last thing we will mention

regarding raw foodism is the increase in antioxidants. It is strongly believed by raw foodists that



these antioxidants can help to slow signs of aging, and even serve as an anti-cancer agent.

The problem however, is that there is little to no proof supporting this belief. Antioxidants often

neutralize free radicals, so they DO decrease the risk of cancer, but risk is the key word.Within

the raw food diet, many meals are actually simple to prepare. Some of these include fruits and

salads, while others involve meat. There are some meals however that will require plenty of

advanced planning in order to enact properly. For example, you may need to soak rice

overnight to get the right taste and activate their enzymes. All seeds and rice will require a

soak time, though that time tends to vary.In most cases it is acceptable to freeze food, though

you should note that doing so will lower enzyme activity. This is up to you, and you will need to

make this decision as you learn more about the raw foodism process.While much of this book

does focus on the raw food diet and different ways to prepare meals, the latter half will deal

with the gluten free diet. Gluten is a common additive in any food product, specifically those

based heavily on wheat. Rice is not considered a gluten food product, though oats are often

the victim of cross contamination. That being the case, there are those who will tell you to avoid

them if your plan is to live a gluten free lifestyle. The big question of course is what a gluten

free lifestyle will do for you. There are some who state it will do nothing, while others claim it

will remove the craving for processed foods altogether. In the end however, whether or not you

want to go with the gluten free diet is your decision. In the event you do however, there are

plenty of recipes contained within these pages!Within any diet there are two things that may

seem nearly impossible to accomplish:Stay VigilantPlan MealsThese might sound a bit silly,

but many people tend to have trouble sticking with their chosen diet. That being the reality of

the situation, it is important to set goals for yourself. You can occasionally reward yourself,

assuming you stick with the diet, and this is a great way to improve your morale. Another way

to improve your chances of sticking with it is to have a buddy go through the diet with you. It

might be hard to find someone, but in many cases you would be surprised at how willing

people are to make a change in their lives.Planning meals is the other difficult part, however

this book renders it much easier by providing detailed meal plans capable of carrying you

through the week. As you become more and more comfortable with your new diet and more

knowledgeable about the different food types, you may start to plan your own meals or modify

the ones presented to you in this book. It might seem a bit unfamiliar, especially if you have

subsisted on the Standard American Diet for your entire life, but you will find that it is entirely

possible to live on the diet and make your own decisions. The only question now is how far you

want to take it.As of right now, obesity is rampant in North America, and little is being done

about this problem. It is up to you to put a stop to it, and ultimately provide yourself with the

solution. The biggest problem you will face is the fact that this is not a miracle cure or a quick

fix – there is no such thing. If you have the patience, then given enough time, you will be able

to overcome any physical problems you might have, and ultimately give yourself the body you

truly want and deserve. You have already taken the first, most important step by purchasing

this book, so take the next step by following the advice it offers! Are you ready to change your

life for the better? If so, then turn the page and start making your own great gluten free recipes.

It’s in your hands now, whether raw, gluten free, or both.Section 1: Raw Food CookbookRaw

Food Cookbook IntroductionThe raw food diet is rapidly gaining in popularity, both as a short

term cleanse and as a lifestyle. In any major city (and quite a few mid-sized cities as well),

there are several raw food restaurants to choose from, exposing ever more people to the

benefits of raw foods as well as educating the public that a raw food diet doesn’t have to mean

being consigned to glumly munching on salad after salad.As you’ll learn in this cookbook, you

can enjoy a widely varied raw food diet, although it does take some creativity and a willingness



to do a little bit of work. You will have to do a lot of your own cooking, but raw food adherents

are more than convinced that the extra time spent in the kitchen more than pays for itself in the

form of better health.One of the scientific concepts underpinning the idea of eating raw is that

the process of cooking most foods destroys much of their nutritional content. Even heating

most foods to relatively low temperatures of around 120 degrees Fahrenheit is enough to

cause the enzymes that they contain to break down – and for that reason, many people

choose to reap the maximum nutritional content of the food that they eat by choosing not to

cook it. While you will see many recipes in this book which call for warming or wilting various

ingredients or entire dishes, this is done at very low temperatures of 100 – 115 degrees

Fahrenheit in order to prevent the ingredients from losing their nutritive value.You’ll probably

notice that many of the recipes here can be made using a dehydrator; if you’re serious about

eating a raw food diet for the long term, this is a kitchen appliance which you may want to

invest in. In every recipe which calls for a dehydrator, however, we’ve also given alternate

directions for how to prepare the ingredients or dishes in a conventional oven instead.

However, you may want to get a dehydrator in any case, since it’s not terribly energy efficient to

run your oven for many hours (sometimes as long as 8 to 12 hours).Planning ahead is an

important part of eating a raw food diet. Many of these dishes take many hours to prepare. Of

course, you won’t have to spend all that much time actually cooking – it’s more of a matter of

patience waiting for your food to slowly dehydrate or warm in the dehydrator or oven. You may

find that eating a raw food diet helps you to make your meal plans in advance, since many raw

food recipes take a fairly long time to make – they aren’t the kind of thing that you can whip up

on short notice if company comes, for instance.There’s no getting around the fact that it does

take time and effort to follow a raw food diet, but the benefits are well worth it. Once you make

the switch to raw foods, you’ll find that you have more energy, get sick less often, lose excess

weight and generally, feel better than you’ve felt in years, or perhaps better than you’ve ever

felt. It’s a diet which everyone who’s interested in their health should try – you may find yourself

never wanting to go back to cooked food again!A Word on Ingredients:If you’re new to eating

raw food or if you’re new to the idea of a vegetarian diet, there are a few ingredients you’ll find

in this book which you may not be familiar with. These are things that you can buy at any health

food store and like most natural foods, they’re getting easier and easier to find at regular

supermarkets as well.Nutritional yeast:This deactivated yeast product is available in both flake

and powder form. It’s loaded with B vitamins and for this reason, has long been a favorite with

vegetarians and vegans – not to mention that it has a delicious, nutty flavor. Nutritional yeast is

a common ingredient in cheese alternatives and it also tastes great on popcorn (you may have

even seen it at your local movie theater, in fact) and a lot of other things, for that matter. You

can find it in bulk at many health food stores very cheaply. Many supermarkets also carry

nutritional yeast in small containers, though this tends to be a bit more expensive.Kelp powder

and Kelp noodlesKelp is a type of seaweed which is used in several Asian cuisines as well as

in some of the regional cuisines of the British Isles. It has a pleasing, savory flavor and is an

excellent source of iodine, magnesium and some of the B vitamins. Kelp can be made into

noodles as well as kelp powder, which is an excellent condiment for many dishes and can be a

good replacement for table salt if you’re trying to cut back on your sodium intake.Flax Seed and

Flax Seed MealThese are, as the name suggests, the seeds of the flax plant. They’re a good

source of omega 3 fatty acids, iron, calcium and other minerals, as well as B vitamins. They

have a nutty flavor which goes well with a wide variety of other foods. You can find flax seeds in

bulk in health food stores as well as in smaller containers in a growing number of

supermarkets. Flax seed meal is also commercially available (this is, for all intents and



purposes, flax flour), but it’s just as easy to make your own – and you can be sure it’s fresh if

you make it yourself. Just grind your flax seeds in a coffee grinder until they’re powdered and

you’ve done it!Main DishesBrussels Sprout Tarts with Mushrooms, Peppers and

OnionsNumber of servings: 4Ingredients:1 lb Brussels sprouts1 ½ cups crimini mushrooms,

sliced1 large yellow onion, sliced1 large red bell pepper, sliced3 tbsp vegetable oil2 tbsp lemon

juice2 tsp maple syrupsalt and black pepper, to tasteFor the crust:2 cups almond flour1 tsp

nutritional yeast¼ tsp saltblack pepper, to taste3 tbsp water2 tbsp flax seed meal2 tbsp sour

cream (vegan sour cream alternative may be substituted)Preparation:Mix together the flax

seed meal, water and sour cream; stir well and set aside for at least 10 minutes in order to

allow the flax seed meal to thicken. While the wet ingredients sit, you can mix or sift together

the remaining ingredients in a separate bowl. When the wet ingredients are ready, add them to

your dry ingredients and mix well – your dough should take on a crumbly texture which is even

throughout.Divide the dough into quarters and flatten out each into an oval shape, making sure

that the dough is no thicker than ¼”. Warm and dry the crust on a baking sheet lined with

parchment paper at your oven’s lowest setting for 1 ½ hours. Remove from the oven and allow

the crusts to cool for another half an hour.Now you can start preparing your Brussels sprouts

and mushrooms to get them tender and wilt them while making sure that they’re still raw –

there are two ways that you could go about this. Either way, you’ll need to trim off the tough

bottom ends of your Brussels sprouts, slice the sprouts in halves or quarters and remove one

or two layers of outer leaves (to keep your sprouts free of dirt and/or bugs). Toss your prepped

sprouts with 3 tbsp vegetable oil, 3 tbsp lemon juice, a little salt and black pepper.1) Place the

sprouts in a tightly closed freezer bag with as much air as possible removed. Place the bag on

a cutting board or your kitchen counter and cover with a clean kitchen towel. Using a large,

heavy book, the flat side of a meat tenderizer or anything else heavy and flat, smash the bag of

Brussels sprouts to tenderize. Hammer the Brussels sprouts for about 2 minutes, then turn

over and repeat. The sprouts are tender enough to use right away or can be placed in the

refrigerator to tenderize further in the lemon juice and oil.2) Oven WarmedIf you want your

Brussels sprouts (or other vegetables) warm and even more tender, then you can set your

oven its very lowest setting – this temperature will vary from one oven to another, but on many

ovens this temperature is just over 100 F, which is warm enough to warm and wilt most

vegetables, but not warm enough to break down the enzymes found in your food.Place your

sprouts on a baking sheet and put in the oven for about 15 minutes – if your oven’s lowest

setting is higher than 115 – 120 F, then leave the oven door cracked while you do this to keep

the temperature low enough to prevent actually cooking them while you warm and wilt

them.After your Brussels sprouts are tenderized, slice them thinly and set aside. Next, prepare

your mushrooms, peppers and onions. In a large bowl, mix together the sliced mushrooms,

onions and peppers, the lemon juice, vegetable oil, maple syrup and a little salt and black

pepper. You can then warm and wilt them using the same oven warming process described

above.Mix together all of your vegetables in a bowl, seasoning to taste with additional salt and

black pepper if needed. Top each tart crust with the vegetables and serve.Tomato Sambar with

Spaghetti Squash “Rice” and Nut ChutneyNumber of servings: 4Ingredients:Spaghetti squash

“rice”1 small spaghetti squash1 tbsp rice vinegar or apple cider vinegar¼ cup hemp seeds or

flax seeds1 tsp olive oil (use extra virgin olive oil)½ tsp sea salt¼ tsp cinnamon¼ tsp powdered

ginger¼ tsp curry powder¼ tsp sambar powderTomato sambar2 large tomatoes6 sun dried

tomatoes1 clove of garlic1 tsp sambar powder½ tsp curry powder1 tsp balsamic vinegar or red

wine vinegarBrazil nut chutney10 raw brazil nuts3 ½ tbsp sliced almonds2 tbsp honey½ tsp

salt½ tsp cinnamon½ tsp gingerPreparation:This is a recipe which you’ll probably want to start



making a day before you plan to serve it. Start by soaking the brazil nuts (for at least six hours

and preferably overnight) and the sun dried tomatoes (for at least four hours).The next day (or

4 – 6 hours later), cut your spaghetti squash in half lengthwise; refrigerate the other half of the

squash and use within a week. Scrape out the seeds and pulp from the middle and using a

fork, scrape out the spaghetti-like strands of flesh. Slice the spaghetti squash into very small,

rice-sized pieces. Transfer to a medium bowl, mix with vinegar and salt and allow to stand for

10 minutes before transferring it to a plate or baking sheet and setting in an oven on the lowest

temperature with the door cracked open to warm – you can also warm and tenderize the

squash in a dehydrator, if desired.You can prepare the tomato sambar and nut chutney while

the squash is warming; once it’s finished, you can simply mix it with the spices and set aside

until you’re ready to serve. The tomato sambar is easy to prepare – just blend all of the

ingredients in a blender or food processor until it forms a smooth sauce and set aside until

everything else is finished.Next, prepare the nut chutney. Chip the brazil nuts finely and mix in

a bowl with the almonds, salt and spices. Add the honey and mix well to combine. Serve the

spiced “rice”, tomato sambar and nut chutney and enjoy!Collard – Quinoa WrapsNumber of

servings: 4Ingredients:8 large collard green leaves, washed and patted dry2 cups of grated raw

beets2 cups sprouted (or soaked until soft) quinoa1 cup sprouts1 avocado, sliced1 cup diced

carrots1 small shallot, diced3 tbsp rice vinegar1 tbsp sesame oil1 tbsp tahini1 tbsp grated

ginger1 tbsp miso paste1 tsp honey1 tsp saltlemon juice, to tastePreparation:Slice off the end

stems from the collard leaves and shave the stalk to make it as thin as possible. Mix the tahini

and some lemon juice (as much as you like) into the quinoa and set aside.In a food processor,

blend the carrots, shallot, ginger, miso paste, rice vinegar and honey until smooth. Add salt and

sesame oil and blend briefly to combine.Overlap 2 collard green leaves and top with ¼ of the

carrot spread, quinoa, grated beets, sliced avocado and sprouts. Fold up burrito-style and

repeat with the remaining 6 collard green leaves to make 4 collard rolls. Serve immediately or

wrap and store in the refrigerator – these rolls will keep for at least 2 days.

Patience2016, “I have always loved learning about healthy eating and am always fascinated

at .... I have always loved learning about healthy eating and am always fascinated at how

people from all over the world enjoy different kinds of foods. Studies have linked eating a

typical Western diet—filled with processed meats, packaged meals, takeout food, and sugary

snacks—with higher rates of depression, stress, bipolar disorder, and anxiety. Eating an

unhealthy diet may even play a role in the development of mental health disorders such as

ADHD, Alzheimer’s disease, and schizophrenia, or in the increased risk of suicide in young

people.Fruits and vegetables are low in calories and nutrient dense, which means they are

packed with vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, and fiber. Focus on eating the recommended daily

minimum of five servings of fruit and vegetables and it will naturally fill you up and help you cut

back on unhealthy foods.Try to eat a rainbow of fruits and vegetables every day as deeply

colored fruits and vegetables contain higher concentrations of vitamins, minerals, and

antioxidants. Add berries to breakfast cereals, eat fruit for dessert, and snack on vegetables

such as carrots, snow peas, or cherry tomatoes instead of processed snack foods.If you have

never heard of the Mediterranean diet, it probably is time you Google it and learn because you

will love it. Mediterranean diet incorporates the basics of healthy eating. Most healthy diets
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include fruits, vegetables, fish and whole grains, and limit unhealthy fats. While these parts of a

healthy diet are tried-and-true, subtle variations or differences in proportions of certain foods

may make a difference in your risk of heart disease.Benefits of the Mediterranean dietI read an

article online that stated that, “Research has shown that the traditional Mediterranean diet

reduces the risk of heart disease. The diet has been associated with a lower level of oxidized

low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol — the "bad" cholesterol that's more likely to build up

deposits in your arteries. In fact, a meta-analysis of more than 1.5 million healthy adults

demonstrated that following a Mediterranean diet was associated with a reduced risk of

cardiovascular mortality as well as overall mortality”Armed with this information, it seems like

an awesome way of eating for all age groups and a healthy way of daily eating instead of going

on diets.An article I found online gave the information below as a guide for Mediterranean diet.

I hope you find it helpful.• Eat your veggies and fruits — and switch to whole grains. An

abundance and variety of plant foods should make up the majority of your meals. Strive for

seven to 10 servings a day of veggies and fruits. Switch to whole-grain bread and cereal, and

begin to eat more whole-gain rice and pasta products.• Go nuts. Keep almonds, cashews,

pistachios and walnuts on hand for a quick snack. Choose natural peanut butter, rather than

the kind with hydrogenated fat added. Try tahini (blended sesame seeds) as a dip or spread for

bread.• Pass on the butter. Try olive or canola oil as a healthy replacement for butter or

margarine. Use it in cooking. Dip bread in flavored olive oil or lightly spread it on whole-grain

bread for a tasty alternative to butter. Or try tahini as a dip or spread.• Spice it up. Herbs and

spices make food tasty and are also rich in health-promoting substances. Season your meals

with herbs and spices rather than salt.• Go fish. Eat fish once or twice a week. Fresh or water-

packed tuna, salmon, trout, mackerel and herring are healthy choices. Grilled fish tastes good

and requires little cleanup. Avoid fried fish, unless it's sauteed in a small amount of canola oil.•

Rein in the red meat. Substitute fish and poultry for red meat. When eaten, make sure it's lean

and keep portions small (about the size of a deck of cards). Also avoid sausage, bacon and

other high-fat meats.• Choose low-fat dairy. Limit higher fat dairy products such as whole or 2

percent milk, cheese and ice cream. Switch to skim milk, fat-free yogurt and low-fat cheese.•

Raise a glass to healthy eating. If it's OK with your doctor, have a glass of wine at dinner. If you

don't drink alcohol, you don't need to start. Drinking purple grape juice may be an alternative to

wine.I received this book for free in place of an honest review.”

TM, “Helpful information!. This e book walks through eating a whole food raw diet. It's

challenging to work with these kinds of restriction, but very healthy and this book is a good

guide, along with some recipes. Here is a sample from this book.The raw food diet is rapidly

gaining in popularity, both as a short term cleanse and as a lifestyle. In any major city (and

quite a few mid-sized cities as well), there are several raw food restaurants to choose from,

exposing ever more people to the benefits of raw foods as well as educating the public that a

raw food diet doesn’t have to mean being consigned to glumly munching on salad after salad.

As you’ll learn in this cookbook, you can enjoy a widely varied raw food diet, although it does

take some creativity and a willingness to do a little bit of work. You will have to do a lot of your

own cooking, but raw food adherents are more than convinced that the extra time spent in the

kitchen more than pays for itself in the form of better health. One of the scientific concepts

underpinning the idea of eating raw is that the process of cooking most foods destroys much of

their nutritional content. Even heating most foods to relatively low temperatures of around 120

degrees Fahrenheit is enough to cause the enzymes that they contain to break down – and for

that reason, many people choose to reap the maximum nutritional content of the food that they



eat by choosing not to cook it. While you will see many recipes in this book which call for

warming or wilting various ingredients or entire dishes, this is done at very low temperatures of

100 – 115 degrees Fahrenheit in order to prevent the ingredients from losing their nutritive

value. You’ll probably notice that many of the recipes here can be made using a dehydrator; if

you’re serious about eating a raw food diet for the long term, this is a kitchen appliance which

you may want to invest in. In every recipe which calls for a dehydrator, however, we’ve also

given alternate directions for how to prepare the ingredients or dishes in a conventional oven

instead. However, you may want to get a dehydrator in any case, since it’s not terribly energy

efficient to run your oven for many hours (sometimes as long as 8 to 12 hours). Planning ahead

is an important part of eating a raw food diet. Many of these dishes take many hours to

prepare. Of course, you won’t have to spend all that much time actually cooking – it’s more of a

matter of patience waiting for your food to slowly dehydrate or warm in the dehydrator or oven.

You may find that eating a raw food diet helps you to make your meal plans in advance, since

many raw food recipes take a fairly longReasner, Anne. Healthy Diet Books: Raw Food or

Gluten Free, Amazing for Weight Loss (pp. 7-9). Speedy Publishing LLC. Kindle Edition.I

received this product at a discounted rate in exchange for a honest review of the product. I am

under no obligation to provide a positive review. I received no monetary compensation for my

review. My remarks are my experience with the product. Your experience with the product may

vary, however I aim to provide a honest review of the product. I hope that this review helped

you.  If it did please kindly check the box that states that it was helpful.”

Cora Ethier, “Amazing book!, great recipes!. This book is fantastic! I love the different recipes. I

would have loved to have this book handy when I was diagnosed with Celiac last year. It was

so tricking trying to figure out what to eat and not to eat. This book has all the information you

need at your fingertips! I love that its an ebook as well, can have it everywhere you go!** I

received this product for free”

Laura Almeida, “Simplicity. I like it a lot. Simple and nurishing dishes that fullfil us with flavor

and healtiness. I'll recomendo the book to my Friends.”

The book by Anne Reasner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 68 people have provided feedback.
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